In this episode, Dr. Korie and Pastor Rich discuss the real dream of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and
the two obstacles getting in the way of truly living this out in America. Diversity has become the goal of
secular and religious institutions, but is that the way to achieving the dream? Recapture your imagination
for the beloved community of Dr. King and the faith that shaped his vision.

THE BELOVED
COMMUNITY
The Beloved Community
is “where people,
including pastors,
staff and congregants,
experience love, safety,
acceptance, freedom
and mutual care and
support; where people
are empowered and
valued, can grow, and
contribute in ways
that are consistent
with their gifts and
capacities.”

“THE DREAM WAS NOT ABOUT INTEGRATION. IT WAS ABOUT
FREEDOM AND THE DISMANTLING OF A RACIST POWER
STRUCTURE, WHITE SUPREMACY.”
1. Dr. Korie and Ps. Rich talk about their calling into this work. What do you sense God
calling you to do in the work of racial justice?
2. How has your understanding of white supremacy changed after listening to this episode?
3. What do you think are the biggest barriers for you/your church community to live out
the beloved community?
4. How has God guided you to begin or continue this journey? Are there any events,
conversations, books or messages that you can identify that prompted your steps?
5. Where do you settle for symbolism over substance in your personal life and
relationships?
6. What is the dream of a beloved community without freedom?
7. Thinking about your own life, how do you see/experience white supremacy reinforcing
race in your neighborhood, workspace, school system, and religious organization?

“Segregation was the
law of the land for the
South under Jim Crow
from the late 1800s
to 1965. In the North
it was de facto, just
how people did life. It
was status quo. And
segregation is how we
were taught how to do
church. Segregated
churches were
promoted in seminaries
and by other church
leaders and mission
organizations as long
as there has been
formal worship.”

In episode 2, Dr. Korie and Pastor Rich answer this question by looking at the social impact of the Civil
Rights movement. Jemar Tisby also shares a brief history of the impact of white supremacy on the church.
We’ve come a long way, but there is still a long way to go.

“BIBLICAL JUSTICE IS SOCIAL JUSTICE BECAUSE THE
GOSPEL HAS SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS.”
Think about the ways we are segregated and the systems that construct and support/
reinforce segregation.
1. Who are the people/places that you feel most comfortable? Is this a conscious or unconscious
decision to associate in these spaces?
2. In the past week, evaluate the people you have exchanged text messages with, shared a meal or
entertainment with, and who you attended a religious experience with.
3. Look at the place where you live, your neighborhood. How does this place reinforce and reject the
status quo of formal segregation?
4. Some Christians believe that diversity and justice will happen on its own, however history reflects
otherwise.
5. Given the history of racial justice that addressed unjust laws and sanctions, why do we continue
to continue to chase diversity and not exercise justice? What ways do you or your church focus on
diversity and not exercise justice?
6. Laws broke racial segregation and diversity followed, however injustice prevails. Where do you see
racial injustice present that can be broken or dismantled with the support of legal aide?

In episode 3, Dr. Korie and Pastor Rich discuss to the root of white supremacy and welcome the guest
voice of Rev. Ines Valesques McBryde. The stories we tell shape our identity. What story should we tell
about white supremacy and its effect on all people?

“WHITE SUPREMACY OVER THE CENTURIES HAS TAUGHT WHITE
PEOPLE TO UNCONSCIOUSLY ASSUME THEY ARE THE BEST
PEOPLE, WITH SUPERIOR ABILITIES, AND THE BEST IDEAS TO
RULE SOCIETY. ”
White hegemony is a white
supremacist system where
white dominance and the
ideologies, theologies,
norms and values that
sustain it are taken for
granted, by whites and
people of color.
The country is increasingly
diverse. In 1990 the
country was 84% white
Anglo; In 2019; that number
declined by 16% so that the
country is now 60% white
Anglo. The US is now 40%
people of color.

1. What messages did you receive about your group of people from images portrayed in
the media (t.v. Programs, news outlets, magazines, family, religious community, etc.)?
2. What message did you receive about other groups of people from images portrayed in
the media (t.v. Programs, news outlets, magazines, family, religious community, etc.)?
3. White supremacy is a racial system that rests on the belief that white people are
superior to all other people. What are examples of white supremacy setting the standard
for beauty, education, acceptance, etc.?
4. Rev. Ines shared her experience of coming back to her home church…”There are different
rules for different people which reinforces who maintains dominance and power over
others in the congregation.” In what ways do you notice a different set of rules for
different groups of people in your workplace or in your faith community?
5. What ways have/can you resist reinforcing white supremacy in your network of
relationships?
6. How has patriarchy suppressed the gifts of women in the church?

Visit a Black Church and
participate in the worship
experience.
1. Research the proper
attire and adjust your
wardrobe accordingly
2. Address leadership
by their title. This is
honoring the culture.
3. Listen to the ways
language is used
to describe the
character of God,
relationship with
Jesus, a connection
with other believers
and mission for the
neighborhood outside
of the church.
4. Participate in the
worship experience
with your body;
raising or clapping
hands, praying out
loud, saying “amen”,
etc.

In episode 4, Dr. Korie and Pastor Rich discuss the meaning and relevance of the Black Church in the
beloved community. They welcome the voice of Rev. Dr. David Emmanuel Goatley, the director of Black
Church Studies at Duke Divinity School. The main question is this, “What do we have to learn from the
Black Church in this conversation?”

“THE FACT THAT WE HAVE A BLACK CHURCH IS
EVIDENCE OF RACISM. THE CHURCH OF CHRIST WAS
NEVER INTENDED TO BE SEGREGATED. ”
1. What can you learn from the Black Church experience and theology?
2. Who are Black theologians and leaders from the past or present who are helping you
understand biblical justice from another perspective?
3. Write the names of 3-5 Black Christians with whom you can talk about their experience
of being Christian, experiencing racism and discrimination. Ask them if their open to
sharing their stories with you.
4. Why is it important that the Black Church continue to exist and have prominence in the
discussion about racial justice?
5. How do you react to the following statement my Dr. James Cone? “Black churches are
very powerful forces in the African American community and always have been. Because
religion has been that one place where you have an imagination that no one can control.
And so, as long as you know that you are a human being and nobody can take that away
from you, then God is that reality in your life that enables you to know that.” - James
Cone

Recognizing that words have power to create thoughts and form habits, Dr. Korie and Pastor Rich discuss
the ongoing debate about the word “reconciliation”. Is it still useful in this work of justice and multiracial
community? Listen with open ears to their guest, Rev. Curtiss Paul DeYoung, an author and community
activist with a long history on this subject.

“When language
obscures systemic
causes, it impedes
systemic solutions. For
example communities
in distress didn’t get
there by natural causes
and they also didn’t
begin with moral decay
and ethical neglect.
Our communities
are the result of
policies, programs,
funding or lack of
funding sustained
over generations of
oppression.”

Exodus 3:7 The LORD said, “I have indeed seen the misery of my
people in Egypt. I have heard them crying out because of their
slave drivers, and I am concerned about their suffering.”
1. How would you define racial reconciliation? Is this a word that you believe should still be
used by Christians who are working towards racial justice?
2. Racial Reconciliation was the word or words used back in the day. That language
had meaning and was useful for a time, but today is different. Why is the term racial
reconciliation problematic when discussing racial justice today?
3. What is the essence of biblical reconciliation?
4. Describe how justice and reconciliation in action took place among churches in
Minneapolis in the wake of George Floyd’s murder by law enforcement.
5. God calls us to be peacemakers, but how does this differ from being a peacekeeper?
6. If you saw a stranger of a different race being treated unfairly, how do you think you
would respond?
7. Have you considered reparations as a meaningful response to centuries of
institutionalized racial oppression? Why or why not?

SCRIPTURES
TO READ:
•
•
•
•

Revelation 5:9
Revelation 7:9
Ephesians 2:14
2 Corinthians 5:18

In episode 6, Dr. Korie and Pastor Rich engage updated research from guest, Dr. Michael Emerson, author
of the culture shifting book Divided By Faith. Current data suggests that the racial divide has gotten
worse, not better, in the last 20 years. What shall we call this divide?

1. Dr. Emerson engaged in a study to update his research from 20 years ago to find out
if divisions among white and Black Christians have improved, remained the same or
increased over time. He concluded that relationships have gotten worse. Do you feel
that race relations in America are getting better or worse? What examples support your
beliefs?
2. Dr. Emerson points to the battle for what it means to be Christian and American. What
concerns you the most about this battle?
3. Take some time to consider your relationships with family, friends and co-workers. Have
you had open and honest conversations about race due to current events? How have
these conversations made you feel? Are you supported, challenged or opposed?
4. What do you learn from Rev. DeYoung’s description of justice and reconciliation among
churches in Minneapolis in the wake of George Floyd’s murder by law enforcement?
5. Interweaving Christianity and racial identity is damaging to the racial and cultural
identity of others. What does the gospel lead you to reclaim of your racial identity and
what do you need to set aside?
6. What does it mean to speak truth to the dominant white culture about this mix of faith
and nationalism? How can you become more confident in your future conversations?

In episode 7, Dr. Korie interviews Pastor Bryan Loritts on his experience leading a multiracial church as a
person of color. Along with insight from Pastor Rich, they discuss the need for a strength to love in the
midst of the struggle for justice.

MACRO AFFECTS THE MICRO. CHURCHES DO NOT EXIST IN
ISOLATION. WHAT HAPPENS IN SOCIETY AFFECTS THE CHURCH.
RACIAL INEQUALITY INCLUDES POWER INEQUALITY.
1. As you listen to Pastor Bryan Loritts share his difficult experience of leading a multiracial church, what do you notice are some pain points? Make a list.
2. What ways can you support leaders who are actively working to address issues of
injustice?
3. The work of racial reconciliation and racial justice takes a toil on everyone involved, but
how might this work be particularly weighty for people of color?
4. In what ways have you idolized diversity over justice?
5. Name the leaders in your church and surrounding community working for justice. How
can you support their efforts and initiatives?

“All churches,
regardless of their
racial composition,
ought to be about the
Beloved Community.
The focus should
not be on getting
certain racial groups
to become a part of
the church. Rather
the church should
discipline people to
grow in the fullness
of their God-given
belovedness and
freedom found in
Christ for our souls,
minds, and bodies.
We can not have or do
that without dealing
with race...not in our
American context/
history.”

In the final episode of The Elusive Dream Podcast, Dr. Korie and Pastor Rich reflect on the discussions and
interviews of the previous episodes. What’s next for our growing podcast community? Where do we go
from here to pursue the beloved community? Come join us at the altar.

“THE DREAM MAY BE ELUSIVE, BUT
IT IS ATTAINABLE.”
1. Consider an experience in your life when you learned about racial and ethnic differences.
• What happened?
• How did you (or others) respond?
• Describe your feelings at that moment.
• How did this experience shape your thinking about race?
2. How will you begin to speak truthfully about the racial inequalities in our society,
relationships and institutions?
3. What changes are you making in your vocabulary and experiences to become an
advocate of the elusive dream?
4. What do you think it means for people to grow in the fullness of their God-given
belovedness?
5. “You don’t have to see the whole staircase, just take the first step.” Martin Luther King,
Jr.” What steps are taking from this podcast reflection on the Elusive Dream?

